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Zusammenfassung
Die Portfoliooptimierung zur integrativen Bewertung von
Bewirtschaftungsoptionen ist ein geeignetes Werkzeug, um
Anpassungsstrategien an den Klimawandel in der landwirtschaftlichen
Produktion zu entwickeln. Risiken für Landwirte können diverse
Quellen haben. In unserer Analyse wurde das durch unsichere
Wetterbedingungen entstehende Risiko untersucht und durch
stochastische Klimaszenarien abgebildet. Zwei Portfoliomodelle
wurden für die Bewertung von Bewirtschaftungsoptionen in drei
Zeitperioden (2008-2020, 2021-2030, 2031-2040) für das Marchfeld
angewandt: ein traditionelles nicht-lineares Mean-Variance (E-V)
Modell und ein Modell, welches als Risikomaß den Conditional Value
at Risk (CVaR Modell) verwendet. Die untersuchten Ackerkulturen
sind Mais, Winterweizen, Sonnenblume und Sommergerste mit
unterschiedlichen
Bewirtschaftungsverfahren.
Die
minimale
Bodenbearbeitung scheint in allen Portfolios auf. Der Portfolioanteil
von Winterweizen wird über die Zeit z.T. von Sonnenblume
substituiert. Unter Berücksichtigung von Umweltindikatoren (z.B.
Bodenkohlenstoffvorrat, Nitratauswaschung) kehren sich die Anteile
von Ackerkulturen und Bewirtschaftungsverfahren im Portfolio um,
wobei auch Mais einen kleinen Anteil einnimmt. Das E-V Modell zeigt
mehr Diversifikation bezüglich der Ackerkulturen, während das CVaR
Modell
mehr
Diversifikation
zwischen
unterschiedlichen
Produktionsalternativen aufweist.
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Summary
Portfolio optimization is an adequate tool to find optimal crop
management options in adapting to climate change. The risk farmers
have to face can be caused by different sources. In our study, we focus
on the risk arising from unknown weather conditions. Therefore, we
developed stochastic climate change scenarios for the Marchfeld
region. Two portfolio models have been applied in three time periods
(2008-2020, 2021-2030, 2031-2040): a traditional non-linear meanvariance (E-V) model and a model using the Conditional Value at Risk
(CVaR model) as risk metric. Investigated crops are corn, winter wheat,
sunflower and spring barley with different crop management
alternatives. Minimum tillage appears in all portfolios. We found a
decreasing share of winter wheat that gets partially substituted by
sunflower over the time periods. When including environmental
constraints (soil organic carbon content, nitrate leaching) the reverse
effect on the resulting portfolio shares is observed with corn being
included. The E-V model reveals more diversification with respect to
the crops, whereas the CVaR model shows more diversification with
respect to crop management options.
Keywords: climate change, portfolio optimization in agriculture, risk
management

1. Introduction
Agricultural production is a dynamic process affected by different
sources of uncertainty, among the most essential being weather,
technology advancement, individual farming practices, and price
fluctuations in commodity markets. Assessing optimal crop
management is one instrument to develop adaptation strategies to
climate change in agricultural production. Portfolio optimization,
developed by MARKOWITZ (1952) in the early 1950ies is one of the
methodologies to identify optimal agricultural management options
under risk. He shows that as the allowed variance increases, the
maximal expected return also increases and all the optimal portfolios
chosen from the efficient frontier depend on the investor’s risk aversion
level. Alternatively, ROCKAFELLAR AND URYASEV (2000) implemented a
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new risk measure, namely the Conditional Value at Risk (CVaR) in
their portfolio analysis. In contrast to the variance of the returns used
by MARKOWITZ (1952), which describes the spread of a distribution, the
CVaR focuses on the tails of a distribution.
The impact of risk aversion on crop choice is therefore still a major
research question in development and agricultural economics. Further
applications of portfolio theory to risky decisions in agriculture can be
found in e.g. BARKLEY AND PETERSON (2008) and LARSEN ET AL. (2009).
The aim of our study is to identify crop management portfolios for the
Marchfeld region by taking into account the uncertainties coming from
future stochastic climate change scenarios as done in BARKLEY AND
PETERSON (2008). We consider two model types in this study, the
traditional non-linear E-V model (FREUND, 1956) and the model of the
Conditional Value at Risk (CVaR model by ROCKAFELLAR AND
URYASEV, 2000). Whereas LARSEN ET AL. (2009), using a CVaR portfolio
model, are interested in a geographical diversification, we focus on
crop management diversification.
Both models optimize the portfolio using profit distributions as an
input and maximizing/minimizing an objective function. In the E-V
model risk aversion is introduced by a risk aversion parameter
discounting standard deviation in the objective function, whereas in
the CVaR model the risk aversion is represented by different
confidence levels of the profit distributions.
The article is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the data and
method used in this study in more detail, in section 3 the results are
illustrated and discussed, and section 4 concludes the article.

2. Data and method
Our model framework consists of three main models: the weather and
climate change model, the biophysical process model EPIC
(Environmental Policy Integrated Climate; WILLIAMS, 1995; Izaurralde
et al., 2006) and the portfolio optimization models.
Historical weather time series from 1975-2007 from a weather station in
the Marchfeld region feed into the weather model. Based on the
method of STRAUSS ET AL. (2009), we have developed stochastic climate
scenarios for the period 2008-2040. Residuals from maximum and
minimum temperature have been reallocated randomly together with
the observed values of the weather parameters precipitation, solar
radiation, relative humidity and wind. The climate scenarios are
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among other site specific data (e.g. topographical data, soil types,
crop management variants) important input to the EPIC model. Typical
crop management variants for the region are conventional, reduced or
minimum tillage operations, with or without irrigation, with or
without straw removal, and different fertilizer application rates. The
crops investigated are corn, winter wheat, sunflower, and spring
barley. EPIC simulates output among others for crop yields, nitrate
leaching and topsoil organic carbon contents for different weather
scenarios, site conditions, and crop management variants. We use the
simulated crop yields together with data on variable costs (BMLFUW,
2008) and mean commodity prices from 1995-2008 to calculate profit
distributions:

 m ,i  y m ,i  p m  c m

(1)

where π are the profits in €/ha, y are the simulated crop yields in t/ha,
p is the price in €/t, and c are the variable costs in €/ha for each time
period (2008-2020, 2021-2030, 2031-2040), the index m denotes the sites,
crops and crop management variants and i is the weather scenario
index. As crop yields vary with the weather scenarios and variable
costs among crop production variants, we get different profit
distributions for each crop management option and the three time
periods.
The profit distributions are input to the portfolio models (also
distributions on nitrate leaching and topsoil organic carbon contents
when considering environmental constraints). The output of our
portfolio optimizations are optimal share of crops and crop
management variants in three time periods.
Before we present the portfolio models we provide the definition of
CVaR (ROCKAFELLAR AND URYASEV, 2000). The Value at Risk (VaR)
captures extreme events providing information on the tail of a
distribution. The VaR of a portfolio is then the lowest amount α such
that – with specified probability level β – the portfolio loss will not
exceed α. The CVaR is the conditional expectation of losses above that
amount α. So, the VaR corresponds to the β-percentile of the
distribution, whereas CVaR is the mean of the values exceeding VaR.
We consider two types of objective functions using different risk
measures. One maximizes the expected profits with a penalization of
standard deviation as described in the E-V model (FREUND, 1956). The
other one minimizes the expected value of losses exceeding a defined
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percentile as described in the CVaR model of ROCKAFELLAR AND
URYASEV (2000). The CVaR can thus account for the tails of a
distribution, while standard deviation considers only the spread of a
distribution.
In the E-V model, a weighted sum of expected profits discounted by
the standard deviation is maximized (FREUND, 1956):

Max  xm  E ( m ,i )   [
xm

m ,i

1
N

 (

m ,i

 E ( m ,i )) 2 ]1 / 2

(2)

m ,i

where E denotes the expected value across weather scenarios, π the
profits (eq. 1), m is the crop management index, i is the index of
weather scenarios, N is the number of weather scenarios, x is the
portfolio variable giving the specification of crop, management, and
fertilizer rates, and  is the risk aversion parameter. We maximize
independently for the three time periods. The conditions to be satisfied
are that the portfolio shares have to sum up to 1.
The CVaR model is linear where CVaR is minimized subject to a
constraint on minimum expected profits (ROCKAFELLAR AND URYASEV,
2000):


1
Min  a 
u m ,i 

x , a ,u 
N
(
1
)


m ,i


(3)
where u m,i  0 and u m ,i  ( y m,i  p m  c m ) xm  a i

1
 ( y m ,i  p m  c m ) x m  R
N m ,i
where um,i= [u1, u2, …, uN]T є R is an auxiliary variable, α is a threshold
(with probability β profits will not fall short of α), and β is the
confidence level. Also, the portfolio shares have to sum up to 1, all xm
and um,i must be greater than or equal to zero and a constraint on
minimum expected profits, R, has to be fulfilled. In the experiments,
we employ values for this required expected profit R such that it is not
binding.
The CVaR and E-V approaches could, in the case where profit
distributions are non normal, lead to quite different optimal solutions
(ROCKAFELLAR AND URYASEV, 2000). The choice of the risk measure
depends on how we assume the farmers behave under risk.
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Since we were interested in the portfolios of crops and crop
management variants with respect to increasing degrees of risk
aversion, we conducted the following experiments. In the E-V model,
we gradually increased the risk aversion parameter from zero (riskneutral) to 2.5. In the CVaR model, we solved the problem for two
values of confidence levels: in the case where =75%, a farmer would
be assumed to be relatively indifferent to tail risk. Along the same
lines, requiring a 99% level of confidence can be interpreted as a
situation of relatively high loss-aversion. Finally, we included in both
models environmental constraints on nitrate leaching and topsoil
organic carbon (optional), whereby the thresholds are less than 2 kg/ha
for nitrate leaching and more than 55 t/ha for topsoil organic carbon.
However, we have not conducted extensive sensitivity analysis to
examine the impact of less and more stringent environmental
requirements yet.

3. Results and discussion
The simulated crop yields decrease over time. Crops usually grow at or
near their thermal optimum, so even a minor temperature increase
during the growing season can reduce crop yields. Furthermore, the
Marchfeld is known as a region with low annual precipitation sums,
which also affect crop yields. The evaporation of soils increases so that
less soil water is available for the plants. The profits drop significantly
in all crop and management cases under c.p. (Table 1).
Table 1: Expected profits in €/ha in three time periods and different levels of
risk aversion (CVaR 75: 75% confidence level, CVaR 99: 99% confidence
level, RN: risk-neutral with λ=0, RA: risk-averse with λ=2.5 in the E-V
model).
without env. constraint
2008-2020
2021-2030
2031-2040
with env. constraint
2008-2020
2021-2030
2031-2040

CVaR 75
227.6
200.0
192.1

CVaR 99
220.4
197.4
190.3

RN
229.6
203.8
192.4

RA
219.4
198.2
190.7

210.3
193.8
186.8

203.4
191.2
186.8

210.3
193.8
186.8

204.1
191.2
186.8
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In line with portfolio optimization, the farmer has to accept a lower
level of expected profits for lower levels of risk (Table 1). That is,
increasing risk aversion should have a negative impact on the expected
portfolio profit. When considering environmental constraints, the
expected profits turn out to be a bit lower than without these
constraints (Table 1), and the values of expected profits are very similar
over the risk measures in each time period. Furthermore, risk aversion
loses its impact on expected profits until 2040. Under environmental
constraints, the expected profits are even completely independent from
risk aversion level, because variability within profits does not differ
much.
In the following plots (Figure 1 and 2) we show portfolio shares for
each time period (2008-2020, 2021-2030, 2031-2040) for both the E-V
model and the CVaR model. RA (risk-averse; λ=2.5) and RN (riskneutral; λ=0) are the output shares of the E-V model, while CVaR 75
(75% confidence level) and CVaR 99 (99% confidence level) are the
output shares of the CVaR model. The six-digit coding of management
options in Figure 1 and 2 are: ‘M’ for minimum tillage, ‘R’ for reduced
tillage, ‘N/I’ for no irrigation/irrigation, ‘N/S’ for without straw
removal or with straw removal, ‘080/100/120’ for fertilizer application
rates of 80%/100%/120% of the recommended amounts. Straw is
removed from the fields only for winter wheat and spring barley, even
at the level of crop rotation corn/winter wheat/sunflower/spring
barley.
The model results show that portfolios with minimum tillage are
optimal with different crop management alternatives. Spring barley is
never part of the optimal portfolio, and corn enters the portfolio only
when considering the environmental constraints. Irrigation does not
seem to become an interesting option under climate change, as the
marginal higher crop yields cannot compensate the higher production
costs. The standard diversification effect is observable: the more riskaverse a farmer, the more diversification occurs.
Without consideration of environmental constraints (Figure 1), the
relative share of winter wheat declines over the time periods, while the
share of sunflower increases in most cases. We found some deviations
between the results of the two models, which points to the fact that
profits are not normally distributed. For example, the CVaR model
produces the same pattern as the other model only when the
confidence level is very low. For cases with higher loss aversion, there
is diversification within winter wheat management variants and the
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share of winter wheat rises in the second period. So, if a farmer is loss
averse then his portfolio contains only one crop, but he diversifies
more over management options.

Figure 1: Portfolio shares in each time period (period 1 to 3) and for each
portfolio model. Note: RA (risk-averse), RN (risk-neutral) concerne the E-V
model, CVaR 75 (75% confidence level), CVaR 99 (99% confidence level) of
CVaR model; WWHT=winter wheat, SUNF=sunflower; 6-digit coding: ‘M’
for minimum tillage, ‘R’ for reduced tillage, ‘N/I’ for no irrigation/irrigation,
‘N/S’ for without straw removal or with straw removal, ‘080/100/120’ for
fertilizer application rates of 80%/100%/120%.
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Figure 2: Portfolio shares in each time period (period 1 to 3) and for each
portfolio model with environmental constraints. Same description as in Figure
1.
The portfolio shares change when including environmental constraints
in the portfolio optimization (Figure 2). Minimum tillage is still chosen
in both models. But, the CVaR model with 99% confidence level shows
a high share of winter wheat, and a very low share of corn only in the
first period and some management diversification for sunflower, where
the reduced tillage comes into solution with a very low amount. In the
E-V model, high level of risk aversion leads also to similar results.

4. Conclusion
We have analysed the impact of climate change on crop production
risks. The source of risk comes from stochastic climate change
scenarios. We have applied two portfolio models - a non-linear E-V
model and a CVaR model - using profit distributions which differ
among crops, crop managements and weather scenarios. The effects of
climate change lead to a decline in expected profits due to lower crop
yields (c.p.). The results show that the relative share of winter wheat is
substituted by sunflower over the three time periods. The optimal
portfolios differ when considering environmental constraints.
Particularly, the share of winter wheat remains the most important in
all three periods, whereas the share of sunflower is relatively low and
corn is being included in the portfolio. In the optimal portfolios,
minimum tillage always appears with different production alternatives
concerning straw management, irrigation and fertilizer application
rates.
Another important finding is about the risk modelling approaches: the
E-V model diversifies more across crops whereas the CVaR model
diversifies more across crop management options. Therefore, research
should be focused on comparing these different model approaches and
their consequences for optimal portfolios. Finally, with increasing
temperatures, expected portfolio profits are found to decrease due to
more evaporation and therefore less available soil water. This effect is
independent of the type of risk metric used in the objective function.
The results indicate that climate change will have a negative impact on
agricultural productivity, which dominates outcomes and the scope to
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hedge against risks emanating from uncertain weather conditions
shrinks.
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